Hypercom® T4100
Powerful & Versatile to Meet Your Expanding Needs

Versatility that will support your needs today & tomorrow.

The Hypercom® T4100 offers the speed and flexibility of Internet payment processing in a user-friendly design. Leverage your existing Internet connection and experience the convenience of 4-second transactions without the cost of a dedicated phone line. A unique diagnostic application and embedded help system simplify installation and troubleshooting. Gone are confusing menus to scroll through; a single touch of a key initiates transactions, expediting the sales process. Say goodbye to paper jams; drop-in loading allows you to spend more time with customers and less time dealing with paper jams. The T4100 can effectively process a full range of payment types including credit, debit, gift cards and dynamic currency conversion. And the addition of a check imager allows you to convert checks into electronic transactions, increasing efficiency and cash flow.

Benifits at a Glance
- Simple single-key user interface ensures ease-of-use
- Accept all payment types through a single easy-to-use terminal
- Processes transactions in 3 to 5 seconds
Hypercom T4100

Simple & Easy to Use
- 35-key keyboard allows one-touch access to daily functions and transaction types
- Integrated printer with drop-in loading virtually eliminates paper jams
- Simple-to-use design streamlines user training

Fast, Efficient & Secure
- Transactions complete within 3 to 5 seconds
- Eliminates the cost associated with a dedicated phone line
- High-speed communications module supports DSL, cable and other IP-based communications
- Dial backup ensures that you can always process transactions, even if your Internet connection is unavailable
- Meets all latest security standards in the industry

Support For All Payment Types
- A built in PIN pad supports PIN-based debit and EBT transactions
- The terminal supports solutions such as gift card and dynamic currency conversion for enhanced customer service and increased revenue
- With the addition of a check imager you can even convert checks to electronic transactions, increasing your cash flow

Experience Lightning Fast Transaction Times.